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Professional experience:
2018 - now:

Dagital Legal, Bratislava

Privacy Consultant
2015 - 2018:

STEINIGER | law firm, Bratislava

Senior Associate
2015 - 2018:

CARPATHIAN Advisory Group, Bratislava

Data protection specialist
2014 - 2015:

The Office for Personal Data Protection, Bratislava

Head of Unit of I nspection and analytical activities - Departm ent of control
2011-2014:

The Office for Personal Data Protection, Bratislava

Senior State Counsellor - Departm ent of legal services and foreign relations
Credentials:
2018:

Co-author of the comprehensive Slovak publication on GDPR (C.H.Beck) 1

2014:

Co-working on draft of GDPR in DAPIX Working group as a part of SK delegation

Education:
2016:

Juris Doctor (JUDr.), Comenius University, Bratislava

2011:

Master of Laws, Comenius University, Bratislava
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https://www.beck.sk/vseobecne-nariadenie-o-ochrane-osobnych-udajov
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Smalltalk with Ondrej
What does Dagital mean to you?
It means a positive and innovative approach to providing legal services in a modern and niche manner.
Lots of coffee too. I'm honored to be part of this team.

What is your position at Dagital Legal?
Privacy Consultant. I guide clients through in-depth data protection audits, undertake GAP analyses and
implement legal recommendations. Basically, I help clients to get GDPR compliant.

What is your goal with Dagital Legal?
Since we would like to stay true to our privacy & technology niche, my goal is to explore further practice
possibilities within that niche. For example, legal representation of clients before the DPAs or courts in
the GDPR regime will be very interesting in near future but there are more sub-niches emerging already.

What have you achieved so far?
We have successfully helped tens of clients either getting ready for GDPR or getting closer to that. I
think what we also achieved is to establish Dagital Legal as a go-to privacy & technology boutique law
firm in Slovakia.

What are your currently busy with?
Currently, I am busy with implementation phases of larger GDPR projects. In addition, although we
have gone online quite recently with GDPR modules, we are already busy developing new modules and
new online products for our clients. Very excited about that.

What is your vision?
We are all excited about the firm’s e-commerce vision because that could change the way we are used
to work now. Targeting much larger audiences of clients from practically everywhere is something we
must explore. I believe this will work but at the same time, I would like to maintain a personal link with
our client base. Therefore, my visions is to combine this new approach with a traditional way of providing
the services to see whether there are any cross-selling points.

Your hobbies?
Spending time with my pirate son, military, history a little bit fantasy and mountain bike, hiking and
drinking beer.
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